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New T-10 Update 6/29/00 by Rich Sterns

The new Ten is really coming along. The process is just as interesting as the results. The class is very lucky to have Paul Amon and Soca
Sailboats producing the boat. The care they have taken to keep the hull and the rig the same while changing the deck is really amazing. I
assure you that what they have done has taken much more time and care than building a new boat.

When I last reported "Dora" had been faired and her topsides and bottom looked as near perfect as I have ever seen a boat. The hull mold
was made next. This mold is very sturdy and will be able to produce boats for years to come. As you can see it is still "Dora" inside the mold.
Before the mold was produced "Dora," the plug, had to be reinforced everywhere to assure that the plug didn't move under the weight of the
mold. Inside the plug there are plywood mini bulkheads everywhere.

In late May "Dora" was popped out of the mold. The stern of the mold is removable for ease of getting the boat out of the mold. 

Once "Dora" was out work could begin on the deck and the mold could be prepped for the first new boat. The mold and plug were moved as
far away as possible from each other in the plant. The plug (Dora) was to undergo huge modifications and would create dust while the mold
had to be prepared as dust free as possible.

The only thing left for the mold was to have a bottom paint line and a water line guide etched into the hull. Using a Laser level in the sump of
the boat these two lines were etched into the hull. Each new boat will have a very fine raised line on it as a guide for bottom paint. If you are
not using bottom paint then the line can be easily sanded off. Next, the mold had to go through nearly two weeks of buffing.

Work continued on the deck at the same time the mold was being worked on. Each time a cut was to be made on the deck extra
reinforcement was added under the deck to assure that there was no movement in the hull or deck. The deck was not taken off the hull to
assure a perfect fit. Because this is a T-10 we had to make sure it was possible for someone to buy a deck and install it on their existing hull.
On most boats built today the deck hull joint is anywhere from 1/2" to 1" from the edge of the hull. The new Ten's joint will come right to the
edge of the hull. This way when an old deck is taken off the same screw down technique can be used to attach a new deck.

The cabin house had two requirements. First the jib leads and mast step had to be in the exact location as the old boat. Second, it had to
look nice and have an area in front of the mast which was flat enough so the bow person could stand and jibe the pole. To keep the cabin as
large as possible an indent in the cabin house was decided upon. "Dora's" deck at the jib tracks was frozen into position with plywood. The
deck placement of the jib tracks is not only in the same position as the old boat; the deck surrounding the jib tracks  is the old boat. The
shape of the cabin house in front of the mast slopped further forward than expected. This was to keep the top of the house flat enough for
the crew to jibe the pole. Moving the house forward also let us put the hatch in about the same position as the old boat. With the cabin hose
extended it had a very wedge shape to it. Since it is critical that the same mast fit in the boat we decided to raise the cabin and put the mast
in a sump, which will drain forward. After visually mocking up the cabin house the final version was produced on a table in a separate part of
the plant. The companionway is similar to the old boat in that it is the same size. Instead of removable hatches, there are 3 sliding hatches,
which slide forward under each other. You won't have to store the hatches on this boat.

Now work could begin on the cockpit and the stern. The cockpit if the T-10 is one of the reasons the boat is being built again. It comfortably
seats eight people so we didn't want to change much. The only changes were to make the storage area under the seats easier to get a
cooler in, the addition of drink holders, and the stern cut down for easier access. It has always been a problem on the T-ten to get a cooler
under the seat. The new configuration has the front cut down so the cooler will slide in easier. There will also be a shelf under the hatch
instead of the current bracket. The shelf will allow you to store equipment under the seats without having it fall to the bottom of the boat. 
The cut down in the aft part of the cockpit was for boarding. Getting on a T-10 from a dinghy is very hard. The platform on the stern will help
and the cut down at the end of the cockpit will also help. The drink holders were an idea borrowed from the Santa Cruz 70 class. But unlike
the 70's, these drink holders don't need tubes to drain them and are easy to clean. The drink holders were added as much for racing as
cruising. Where do you put your drink when you have jibe?  There are now two drains in the cockpit

The deck changes are simple. First the non-skid is changed to a diamond shaped nonskid. This style of non-skid is more expensive than the
bumpy nonskid Tartan used or the sand type many builders use. The great thing about this nonskid is it can be repaired. You can buy the
negative of the pattern, so when you repair the boat you can match the pattern. Because of the cabin house the deck will be much wider
forward of the cockpit. In this area most boats today have eliminated the toe rail. For safety reasons we didn't want to give the toe rail up.
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The new rail is built into the deck. It runs from the cockpit to the stays and instead of the traditional raised rail, which kills the crew hiking, it is
a sunken into the deck. From the stays to the bow the boat has a traditional toe rail. The cockpit combing has been changed. In front of the
main trimmer station the general shape is the same but the outside edge has been angled differently. At the main trimmer station the
combing has been reduced to provide more deck area. This has always been an uncomfortable area to sit for the Main trimmer and
helmsman.

The stern step is part of the deck mold.  The look of the step was dictated by needing to keep enough transom so that no backwash from
the wake would see the scoop; the depth was dictated by the rudderpost

The interior of the boat will have two options. One will be similar to the normal T-10 layout. The second will have an enclosed head where the
Nav. Station is currently located.

T-Ten Boats 2222 N. Elston Ave Chicago IL 60614 773-384-2831
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Left: Cockpit combings are varied to make
the deck more comfortable

 

Right: Toe rail is molded in deck
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New T-10 Update 3/22/00 by Rich Sterns 

Dora IV is in Trinidad and is being made ready to have a mold made from her. Sparkman Stephens should be finished with construction plans,
which include laminate schedules for building the boat this week. There are only minimal changes to the construction details, notably the area
below the cabin sole, which is being redesigned, and the keel sump area is being designed for solid Fiberglass construction. 

(Tartan carried the Balsa core into the keel sump area, and the solid Fiberglass sump is proposed to solve some of the structural problems
the existing boats have- this is not being done for the sake of moving weight lower in the hull. It is questionable if Tartan followed the plans
and put Balsa in the sump on all the boats. The bulkheads will probably remain plywood. The transom probably will become part of the deck
mold, which allows us to supply new transoms for owners who would like to retro their boats (if the class approves that). The same might
work with the cabin house to be able to modify an old boat. Some of the concepts originally proposed have been dropped due to feedback
from the owners. 

The mast post is back in the boat and the v-birth arrangement, head and interior will be the same as a mid 80's T-10. Moving of the bulkhead
aft in the boat under the mast was deemed an advantage for the new boat in performance. 

Recent Pics from Trinidad 3/29/00 Just Arrived 3/29/00 Flipping the hull over 3/29/00

Recent Pics from Trinidad 5/5/00 Polishing it out  5/5/00 Oh so smooth  5/5/00

There are some interesting findings we have come across while preparing the boat for the mold. These are things, which people in the past
have done to T-10's, either in the course of ongoing maintenance or explicitly to improve performance. We think these items should become
common knowledge. To our knowledge these are things the class has accepted but for which there is no official measurer's ruling. 

Part of the dilemma is that our rules state that the T-10 shall conform to the original S&S design whereas the reality is that the original
production runs of the T-10's did NOT conform to the design for a variety of reasons. 

1. The hull is not symmetrical 
2. The hull has a kink in the bow. This was damage done to the original plug. 
3. The keel sump (where the lead attaches to the hull) is off center. 
4. The rudder does not line up with the Keel vertically 
5. The hull is twisted. This means if you line the bow up with the keel one side of the stern is higher than the other. 
6. Jib tracks are different lengths some are 30" and others are 24" 

We have checked with people that have done extensive work on the boats and find that most if not all boats are twisted. We originally felt
that Dora's hull may have been twisted by a poor installation of the deck. But we now think that the twist is in the hulls. The keel sump was a
surprise but not uncommon for a boat the vintage of a T-10. 

A Soling, which is an Olympic class boat, is not symmetrical and the keels are on a bit crooked. Although the new boat is being faired all
these imperfections will remain in the new boat. This is the reason that Dora was sent to be a plug and we didn't use plans.
Unfortunately we have heard of current T-10's modifying some of these shapes and hope the association will address the issue. As a class
organization we need to decide whether to allow correcting the boats to the original plan, and whether that will become the basis for the new
production run. 

We need clarification on whether maintenance can be done to the tolerances of the class rules specifications where the intent is to achieve
better performance than the stock boat (either as built or designed) 
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1. Rudders which do not line up with keels have been changed by moving the hole in the deck 
2. Bunks have been glassed into the hull making them stiffeners 
3. Portable heads are being taken off or replaced with buckets. 
4. Topping lifts are being taken off the boom for racing 
5. Spinnaker halyard exit at different heights 
6. Lifelines are being loosened and replaced out of ORC specs.

Continuing the one-design  2/20/00 by Rich Sterns 

The original concept of the Ten was to make a great sailing, fast boat, for racing and day sailing. Over the years many designs have come
and gone but very few have equaled the level the Ten has set for pure sailing enjoyment. Dick Steams 3 time Olympic coach and Olympic
medalist says about the Ten "the reason it is so popular is that it is just fun to sail". Although there are faster 33 foot boats, there may be
none that "feel" as good to sail as the Ten. The popularity of the class is a testimony to this design. Year after year the Ten has thee largest
turn-out of any class for the N.O.O.D regattas (nearly 40 boats for the Chicago N.O.O.D.). And every year the North American Championship
regatta attracts more boats than even the new classes (an average of over 30 boats for the last three years). 

We have taken great pains to keep the boat one design while changing it to suit today's tastes. The rig was simple, to keep it one design we
couldn1 change it, however why would we want to? All of the new "high tech" boats have copied the Ten rig. With its fractional rig, swept
back spreaders, no runners and traditional Spinnakers, the Ten rig has been copied by most new Offshore classes. The Farr 40, Corel 45,
Mumm 30, OD 35 all have the same basic concept for rigs. As with the rig the basic hull design could not change so we needed a hull to make
a mold from. A hull which was excepted as a fast, even though they are all the same. It just so happens that the boat that won the first
North Americans and the latest North Americans is the same boat. The hull of "Dora VP is now the plug for the new Ten. 

With the hull and rig identical to the old boats we set out to update the boat- Since there are nearly 400 owners and thousands of crew to
talk to, we quickly developed a list of improvements to, the boat, With this list (see list in packet) we went buck to Sparkman Stephens the
original designers to make sure that the boat would still sail the same. The class rules dictate the boat weight, the deck 400 tbs., the hull 925
lbs.. But the righting moment and pitching must also be the same. The class rule also cover this. There are measurement dots on all Tens and
float lines. The new boats will measure and float the same.

The question still remains will the new boats be faster than the old ones. The answer is yes and no. Yes any old boat which has a wet core
and needs work will not be up to speed, however most of the top boats have been kept up and any coring problems have been fixed. These
boats will be the same speed as the new ones. 

The Ten Class for racing 

The Ten class is now 25 years old and continues to thrive because of a very well run class association. The class rule keep the class one
design, many of the concepts of the class have copied by other classes. Other than the measurements for the sails and boat itself the class
imposes only a few more.

Sail restriction: 

For the first two years the boat can purchase 6 sails 
After two years only two sails per year are allowed 

The Mainsail can only be made from woven material no laminates 

The jib can be laminated or a woven material but the laminate can only be Pentex or Polyester (no aramid fibers are allowed) 

Driver restriction: 

The driver of the boat must be an owner of the boat or part of the family. 

The price of a Main for a Ten is less than $2500, a jib and Spinnakers are around $1700. Keeping the cost down to stay competitive is very
important to the class. 

Although Tens were never designed for any rule they have faired %ell under many rules. They have won many events under IMS and IOR and
are a core boat in PHRF with a 126 handicap in most places.

How fast wil the new boat be?

Most current T-1O's are similar in speed. There are a fair amount of boats which have soaked up water into the core and are slow. The other
thing which make Ten's slow are poorly shaped foils. When Tartan was making the boats the keels and rudders were not all the same. Boats
with fat poorly shaped keels and rudders are not as fast as other boats. Some older boats may have become less stiff just through regular
sailing over 20 years. 

However all of these problems can be overcome with considerable work. Scott Bruesewitz (Harbor side Yac Center) has re-done many boats
over the past few years. Brick Road was totally rebuilt. If the hours and material were totaled up Scott thinks the project cost (retail) over
$80,000. 

Midnight Oil has also been also extensively modified, all her foils were modified and since she had a new owner was able to sail with 3 new
sails for the Nationals. These boats we think are at least as fast as the boats were when they were new. Since they are possibly fairer than
the original boats and their foils are shaped better, they could be faster. These two boats placed second and third in the last N.A.'s and were
sailed very well. Dora VI’s keel was faired about 5 years ago by the previous owner and her rudder is an old rudder from Magic Dragon which
was faired in 1998. Sparkman & Stephens have been comniissioned to make the new modified boat sail equal to the current boats. Since the
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original T- 10 plug was damaged we couldn't use plans for the new boat because it would be different, We are using Dora IV (hull #39 the
current National champion boat) as a plug. Fiberglass lay up schedules, stiffeners as well as the interior layout have been changed by Tartan
over the years. The old boats are not all the same but they do sail the same. The keel and rudders will be made to the rules, this will make
the boats faster than boats with bad keels and rudders but an old boat can buy a new rudder or keel or fair the current ones. We feel we
have done everything possible to keep the new boat competitive with the old boats, and any advantage the new boat will have will be lost
with one bad tack or shift. 

The new Ten and the value of your boat 

Currently T-10's sell for between $6,000 and $30,000. Anyone who has aT-10 owns between $12,000 and $20,000 worth of parts. In
rough numbers, the replacement cost of your keel is $4,000, rudder $600, engine $3,000 to $5,000 mast and boom $6,000 plus winches
blocks tracks safety equipment and more. So if only your mast and keel are salvageable the boat is still worth $10,000 to a kit boat. Boats in
better shape ($10,000 to $15,000) will benefit from the bottom of the price range coming up. 

Boats which are in excellent condition will be worth more because they are not the top end anymore. Since they will be competitive with the
new boats their prices may go up. 

The Economics of a Kit Boat 

Being a T- 10 sailor we all know there is constant maintenance on the old boats. On Dora VI we figure on $2000 per year to keep the boat
going, some years more some less. Plus the time involved keeping the boat in shape. If we figure in our time it is probably more like $3 to
4K. However every so often there comes the big hit of re-coring the boat which can cost up to $10,000. 

When the time comes to re-core the boats the only logical answer is to buy an new hull and deck and put all your parts on the new boat. We
have considered making a truly Kit boat where owners could install everything from the interior to the winches. However to keep a truly one
design class we need to have the interior built into the boat so the balance is the same for each boat. Therefore the "Kit" is a new boat less
the keel, deck hardware, loose equipment (blocks) engine, plumbing and galley, electrical, mast and boom standing and running rigging. The
price of the "Kit" is still to be determined but it should be just over $40,000. 

Your payments on the financing of a new boat could tax deductible, as it could be considered a second home for tax purposes. With interest
rates at today's level, over 5 years your out of pocket expense will be nearly the same as if you had re-cored your boat plus the annual
upkeep cost of an old boat.

Some Specifications

The following is a list of some of the changes to the boat

I . Cabin house as shown in drawing
2. Scooped out stern as shown
3. Engine box, with cooler as bottom step (see OD 35)
4. All bunks hard bottom and a pulley system for sailing
5. Carrol Marine type Stanchions inset in deck
6.All bunks to be moved 6" to 8" all to allow for a larger counter for galley
7. Two counters 6" to 8" longer must be curved in the aft part so access to the births is available. 1" width lip on counters
8. Drawers in the cabinets on three side two top facing the bunks 
the others on the ftont
9. Bulkhead type chain-plates not the current below deck turnbuckles these will probably be in the form of "knees" (half bulkhead) on either
side.
10. New type non skid
11. All molded toe rail for safety with metal T track,
12. J- 105 style stern pulpit
13. Cabin house slide so the companionway can be large but you will not have to store the parts like
the current T- 10 does. Otherwise storage compartment for hatch covers.
14. Lead tweekers under the deck through pipes like Farr 40's and Mumms
15, Reconfigured head area by u-sing additiot U- divider (bulkhead) which would double for the post
under the mast. Cutouts to make bunks long enough counters in head area. Door on head
16. Back rests below double as cockpit cushions
17. No upper cabinets aft of the sink
18. Board in bow V-birth farther forward for feet.
19. 2 drain holes for cockpit
20. Foot rest molded into the helmsman seat
21. Look at how the rudder post sits on deck cuff ently it needs a shim
22. Yanmar 2 cylinder engine.
23. Exhaust outlet side or aft to be determined.
24. Redesign engine mounts
25. Redesign rudder flaps
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